
With over 20 years of experience in Esri® mapping technology, SAM develops 
the very best data for our clients. Unlike many firms, we do not just deliver 
data. Instead, we design the method of delivery to match the resources of 
clients, or implement the resources needed for continued GIS success.  

GISMAPPING AND DATA DEVELOPMENT

sam.biz



What differentiates SAM?
SAM has built a reputation as a trusted, knowledgeable, and innovative partner. SAM transforms 

petabytes of complex spatial data into intelligent insights in a holistic Managed Geospatial Services™ 

(MGS™) framework. As North America's premiere MGS™ company, SAM provides practical, precise, 

and high-fidelity solutions designed to enhance decision-making, mitigate risks, achieve strategic 

objectives, and drive costs out of our client's business. Our vision is to advance spatial data 

acquisition, improve analysis capabilities, and develop predictive analytics to redefine and transform 

how infrastructure assets are developed and managed throughout their lifecycles.
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Want to experience the SAM difference 
for yourself?

Learn how we can put our resources to 
work for your next program. Call us toll 
free at (800) 656-9525 or visit us at 
sam.biz

SAM has a long history of building clean, accurate GIS data and 

performing spatial analysis for cities, utilities, counties, government 

entities, and private firms. Our ability to scale seamlessly between small 

and large programs ensures that 100% of GIS data development is done 

by SAM's in-house experts, always of the highest standard. 

Our technology is the difference
As a member of the Esri® Partner Network, the SAM GIS team utilizes 

advanced Esri® technology to process and map spatial data. Additionally, 

we integrate and review all available spatial resources to assist in the 

development of GIS data.  

SAM has developed custom tools and processes within Esri® to ensure 

constant connectivity and that client data can been continually used. 

We always emphasize data health after a program ends, and our 

upfront geodatabase design ensures we develop data that can be 

used exactly how clients desire for future management needs. 

Key Services: 

• Parcel and Cadastral Research and 
Mapping 

• NG911 Data Development 

• Spatial Analysis

• Utility and Infrastructure Network Mapping

• Jurisdictional and Easement Mapping

• Custom Workflow Development




